The proliferation of searchable text databases on corporate networks and the Internet causes a database selection problem for many people. Algorithms such as gGlOSS and CORI can automatically select which text databases to search for a given information need, but only if given a set of resource descriptions that accurately represent the contents of each database. The existing techniques for acquiring resource descriptions have significant limitations when used in wide-area networks controlled by many parties. This paper presents query-based sampling, a new technique for acquiring accurate resource descriptions. Query-based sampling does not require the cooperation of resource providers, nor does it require that resource providers use a particular search engine or representation technique. An extensive set of experimental results demonstrates that accurate resource descriptions are created, that computation and communication costs are reasonable, and that the resource descriptions do in fact enable accurate automatic database selection.
INTRODUCTION
When many document databases are accessible, the first step of Information Retrieval is deciding where to search. Manual selection can be difficult when there are many databases from which to choose, so researchers have developed automatic content-based database selection algorithms. A content-based selection algorithm ranks a set of text databases by how well each database matches or satisfies the given query [Gravano et al. 1994a; Callan et al. 1995b; Voorhees et al. 1995; Gravano and García-Molina 1995; Weiss et al. 1996; Baumgarten 1997; Yuwono and Lee 1997; Xu and Callan 1998; French et al. 1998; Meng et al. 1998; Hawking and Thistlewaite 1999; Xu and Croft 1999; French et al. 1999; Fuhr 1999] . Content-based database selection has a number of desirable properties, among them reasonable accuracy, scalability, low computational costs, and ease of use.
Content-based database selection algorithms need information about what each database contains. This information, which we call a resource description, is simply assumed to be available in most prior research. However, in practice, accurate resource descriptions can be difficult to acquire in environments, such as the Internet, where resources are controlled by many parties with differing interests and capabilities. Our interest in the research described here was in studying how accurate resource descriptions can be acquired in multiparty environments.
Recent standardization efforts, such as the proposed STARTS extension to Z39.50 [Gravano et al. 1997] , illustrate the problem. STARTS requires every resource provider to provide accurate resource descriptions upon request. We call STARTS a cooperative protocol, because it only succeeds when each resource provider -is able to provide resource descriptions, -chooses to provide resource descriptions, -is able to represent database contents accurately, and -chooses to represent database contents accurately.
Cooperative protocols are appropriate solutions when all resources are controlled by a single party that can mandate cooperation.
In multiparty environments such as the Internet or large corporate networks, complete cooperation is unlikely. Older database systems may be unable to cooperate; some services will refuse to cooperate because they have no incentive or are allied with competitors; and some services may misrepresent their contents, for example, to lure people to the site. All of these characteristics can be found today on the Internet; some of them also occur in large corporate networks.
One of the most serious problems with cooperative techniques is the great variety in how resource descriptions are created. Most of the prior research is based on descriptions consisting of term lists and term frequency or term weight information [Gravano et al. 1994a; Callan et al. 1995b; Gravano and García-Molina 1995; Voorhees et al. 1995; Meng et al. 1998; Hawking and Thistlewaite 1999] . However, differences in tokenizing, case conversion, stopword lists, stemming algorithms, proper name handling, and concept recognition are common, making it impossible to compare term frequency information produced by different parties, even if all parties are able and willing to cooperate.
For example, which database is best for the query "Apple": a database that contains 2000 occurrences of "appl", a database that contains 500 occurrences of "apple", or a database that contains 50 occurrences of "Apple"? The answer requires detailed knowledge about the stopping, stemming, case conversion, and proper name handling performed by each database. Each database could be required to reveal that information, too, but complying would be difficult. Researchers attempting to make identical indexing choices with two different IR systems often find it difficult to identify all of the deliberate choices, system quirks, and outright errors that lead to a particular term statistic. A resource selection algorithm that depended on that level of detail seems impractical.
Resource selection algorithms require accurate and consistent resource descriptions. However, the weaknesses of cooperative protocols make them an unsuitable solution for environments where resources are controlled by many parties. In these environments, a different solution is required.
Query-based sampling is a recently developed method of acquiring resource descriptions that does not require explicit cooperation from resource providers . Instead, resource descriptions are created by running queries and examining the documents that are returned. Resource descriptions can be guaranteed to be compatible because they are created under the control of the sampling process, not each individual resource provider. Preliminary experiments suggested that query-based sampling is an effective and efficient method of acquiring resource descriptions.
The preliminary experiments studied how closely a resource description created by sampling (a learned resource description) matched the actual resource description for a text database . The results were encouraging but inconclusive, in part due to a flawed experimental methodology. This paper reproduces the earlier experiments using an improved experimental methodology. It also extends the prior research by investigating the effects of learned resource descriptions on a resource selection task. The result is a comprehensive study of the efficiency, effectiveness, and robustness of query-based sampling under a variety of conditions.
The next section reviews prior research on resource selection and distributed information retrieval, emphasizing the information requirements of several representative algorithms. Section 3 describes query-based sampling in more detail. Sections 4, 5, and 6 describe experiments that test basic hypotheses about query-based sampling, its sensitivity to parameter settings, and the efficacy of the resulting resource descriptions for resource selection and multidatabase retrieval. Section 7 discusses the use of query-based sampling for summarizing database contents. Section 8 discusses other uses for query-based sampling, and Section 9 concludes.
PRIOR RESEARCH
Automatic selection among text databases has been studied since at least the early 1980's, when the EXPERT CONIT system was developed [Marcus 1983 ]. CONIT used a rule-based system to select among a small set of databases, but few details were published about how database contents were represented or matched to queries.
A variety of different approaches to database selection were developed beginning in the mid 1990's. The most common approach is exemplified by gGlOSS [Gravano et al. 1994a; Gravano and García-Molina 1995] , CORI [Callan et al. 1995b; Xu and Callan 1998 ], Cue Validity Variance (CVV) [Yuwono and Lee 1996] , and Xu's language modeling approach [Xu and Croft 1999] . This family of algorithms represents database contents by the words contained in the database, and by statistics computed from word frequencies. These algorithms can be viewed as adapting document-ranking representations and algorithms to the database-ranking task. They are easily scaled to large numbers of databases, are computationally efficient, and no manual effort is required to create or update database descriptions. The main problem in applying this family of algorithms is obtaining accurate descriptions of each database.
Query clustering and RDD [Voorhees et al. 1995] are algorithms that rank databases using information about the distribution of relevant documents for similar queries seen in the past. These two algorithms represent databases by their prior effectiveness for past queries, which makes it easy to control their behavior relatively precisely without knowing anything about the contents of the database. They also make it easy to integrate databases served by different search engines [Voorhees and Tong 1997] , because there is no need to compare representations or frequencies produced by different search engines. The main problem in applying these algorithms is that relevance judgments require manual effort, so it can be expensive to apply them when there are many databases or databases that are updated often.
FreeNet [Clarke et al. 2000 ] is a peer-to-peer search algorithm that passes queries from node to node in a network until either a search horizon is reached or the query is satisfied. FreeNet nodes keep track of which other nodes have been successful in satisfying past queries, where "satisfying" is defined as matching a Boolean query. That information is used later to route new queries. Although its architecture is rather different, the FreeNet search strategy is similar to the strategies of the RDD and Query Clustering algorithms under a weaker definition of relevance.
Query probing [Hawking and Thistlewaite 1999] is an algorithm that sends a two-word subset of a query (a "probe query") to each database to discover how often the words occur and cooccur in each database. Query probing requires no advance knowledge of the contents of each database, so it is easy to apply in environments that change often. However, query probing requires a method of generating good probe queries, requires that each database cooperate by providing the requested statistics, and it can entail significant communications costs in wide-area networks or when large numbers of databases are available.
There are other database selection algorithms (e.g., Weiss et al. [1996] , Baumgarten [1997] , and Craswell et al. [2000] ), but they require similar information. Database selection algorithms may differ significantly in their architectures and assumptions, but they usually represent database contents in one of two ways: (i) with information about queries satisfied in the past, or (ii) with term frequency information. When using a database selection algorithm, one must have a strategy for obtaining the required information and keeping it current.
Our research interest is in database selection algorithms that represent database contents by term frequency information, because the algorithms are effective and easy to scale to large numbers of databases [Gravano and García-Molina 1995; French et al. 1999; Powell et al. 2000] . The principal problem in applying these algorithms is determining the contents of each database.
One solution is for databases to exchange term frequency information periodically [Viles and French 1995] . This approach was formalized in STARTS [Gravano et al. 1997 ], a standard protocol for describing database contents. A STARTS description lists the indexing terms used in a database, their frequencies, and information about word stemming, stopwords, and other indexing choices that affect frequency information. STARTS was designed to be applied on a large scale, e.g., as part of the Z39.50 protocol for communicating with information retrieval systems [National Information Standards Organization 1995]. However, as described above (Section 1), STARTS assumes that it is possible to compare frequency information provided by different parties, which is rarely true in practice. The STARTS protocol may be the preferred solution when all databases are controlled by a single party, but solutions such as query-based sampling are required when databases are controlled by many parties.
QUERY-BASED SAMPLING
Our goal is a method of acquiring resource descriptions that is not overly complex, that does not require special cooperation from resource providers, that can be applied to older ("legacy") systems, that is difficult (but not necessarily impossible) to deceive, and that is not sensitive to indexing choices made by resource providers.
It is well known that the characteristics of a population can be determined to a desired degree of accuracy by random sampling. It is also well known that word occurrence patterns in a corpus are very skewed. Zipf 's Law states that a word's rank multiplied by its frequency is approximately equal to a constant [Zipf 1949 ]. The skew described by Zipf 's Law means that usually 75% of the unique words in a corpus occur 3 or fewer times [Heaps 1978] . A sampling technique might produce a very accurate indication of database contents even if fails to find a very large percentage of the words.
Heaps' Law provides further support for discovering database contents by sampling. Heaps' Law states that the size of a corpus vocabulary can be estimated by V Ϸ KN ␤ , where K Ϸ 20, N is the number of corpus word occurrences, and 0.4 Յ ␤ Յ 0.6 [Heaps 1978] . As a corpus is scanned, the vocabulary initially grows very rapidly, albeit exhibiting the frequency skew described by Zipf. As scanning continues, the vocabulary growth rate tapers off. Heap's Law suggests that it is not necessary to examine much of a corpus in order to discover most of its vocabulary.
Random selection is a cooperative method of discovering database contents, because it depends upon the provider to select documents randomly from its database, which the provider might or might not do. Random selection is not a solution, but it suggests a solution.
Third parties can obtain biased samples of databases by running queries and examining the documents returned in response. We call this querybased sampling, to emphasize the biased nature of each sample. Querybased sampling satisfies all of the criteria outlined above, because it assumes only that database providers perform their usual service of running queries and returning documents.
Our central hypothesis is that a sufficiently unbiased sample of documents can be constructed from the union of biased samples obtained by query-based sampling.
Query-based sampling is implemented with a simple algorithm, outlined below.
(1) Select an initial query term.
(2) Run a one-term query on the database. The algorithm involves several choices, e.g., how query terms are selected, how many documents to examine per query, and when to stop sampling. Discussion of these choices is deferred to later sections of the paper. How best to represent a large document database is an open problem. However, much of the prior research is based on simple resource descriptions consisting of term lists, term frequency or term weight information, and information about the number of documents [Gravano et al. 1994a; Gravano and García-Molina 1995; Voorhees et al. 1995] or number of words [Callan et al. 1995b; Xu and Callan 1998; Xu and Croft 1999] contained in the resource. Zipf 's Law and Heap's Law suggest that relatively accurate estimates of the first two pieces of information-term lists and the relative frequency of each term-can be acquired by sampling [Heaps 1978; Zipf 1949] .
It is not clear whether the size of a resource can be estimated with query-based sampling, but it is also not clear that this information is actually required for accurate database selection. We return to this point later in the paper.
The hypothesis motivating our work is that sufficiently accurate resource descriptions can be learned by sampling a text database with simple "free-text" queries. This hypothesis can be tested in two ways:
(1) by comparing resource descriptions learned by sampling known databases ("learned resource descriptions") with the actual resource descriptions for those databases and (2) by comparing resource selection accuracy using learned resource descriptions with resource selection using actual resource descriptions.
Both types of experiments were conducted and are discussed below.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS: DESCRIPTION ACCURACY
The first set of experiments investigated the accuracy of learned resource descriptions as a function of the number of documents examined. The experimental method was based on comparing learned resource descriptions for known databases with the actual resource descriptions for those databases.
The goals of the experiments were to determine whether query-based sampling learns accurate resource descriptions, and if so, what combination of parameters produce the fastest or most accurate learning. A secondary goal was to study the sensitivity of query-based sampling to parameter settings.
The following sections describe the data, the type of resource description used, the metrics, parameter settings, and finally, experimental results.
Data
Three full-text databases were used: [Harman 1995] .
These are standard test corpora used by many researchers. Their characteristics are summarized in Table I .
Resource Descriptions
Experiments were conducted on resource descriptions consisting of index terms (usually words) and their document frequencies, df (the number of documents containing each term). Stopwords were not discarded when learned resource descriptions were constructed. However, during testing, learned and actual resource descriptions were compared only on words that appeared in the actual resource descriptions, which effectively discarded from the learned resource description any word that was considered a stopword by the database. The databases each used the default stopword list of the INQUERY IR system [Turtle and Croft 1991; Turtle 1991; Callan et al. 1995a] , which contained 418 very frequent and/or closed-class words.
Suffixes were not removed from words ("stemming") when resource descriptions were constructed. However, during controlled testing, suffixes were removed prior to comparison to the actual resource description, because the actual resource descriptions (the database indexes) were stemmed.
Metrics
Resource descriptions consisted of two types of information: a vocabulary, and frequency information for each vocabulary term. The correspondence between the learned and actual vocabularies was measured with a metric called ctf ratio. The correspondence between the learned and actual frequency information was measured with the Spearman Rank Correlation Coefficient. Each metric is described below.
Measuring Vocabulary
Correspondence: Ctf Ratio. The terms in a learned resource description are necessarily a subset of the terms in the actual description. One could measure how many of the database terms are found during learning, but such a metric is skewed by the many terms occurring just once or twice in a collection [Zipf 1949; Heaps 1978] . We desired a metric that gave more emphasis to the frequent and moderately frequent terms, which we believe convey the most information about the contents of a database. Ctf ratio is the proportion of term occurrences in the database that are covered by terms in the learned resource description. For a learned vocabulary VЈ and an actual vocabulary V, the ctf ratio is
where ctf i is the number of times term i occurs in the database (collection term frequency, or ctf). A ctf ratio of 80% means that the learned resource description contains the terms that account for 80% of the term occurrences in the database.
For example, suppose a database consists of 4 occurrences of "apple", 1 occurrence of "bear", 3 occurrences of "cat", and 2 occurrences of "dog" (Table II) . If the learned resource description contains only the word "apple" (25% of the actual vocabulary terms), the ctf ratio is 4 ր 10 ϭ 40%, because the word "apple" accounts for 40% of the word occurrences in the database. If the learned resource description contains both "apple" and "cat", the ctf ratio is 70%. ctf ratio measures the degree to which the learned resource description contains the words that are frequent in the actual resource description.
Note that the ctf ratios reported in this paper are not artificially inflated by finding stopwords, because ctf ratio was always computed after stopwords were removed.
Spearman Rank Correlation Coefficient.
The second component of a resource description is document frequency information (df), which indicates the relative importance of each term in describing the database. The accuracy of frequency information can be determined either by comparison of learned and actual df values after appropriate scaling, or by comparison of the frequency-based term rankings produced by learned and actual df values. The two measurement methods emphasize different characteristics of the frequency information.
Direct comparison of df values has the undesirable characteristic that the comparison is biased in favor of estimates based on larger amounts of information, because estimates based on 10 n documents enable only n digits of accuracy in scaled values. This characteristic was a concern because even relatively noisy df estimates based on small numbers of documents might be sufficient to enable accurate resource selection. [Press et al. 1992] as
where d i is the rank difference of common term i, n is the number of terms, f k is the number of ties in the kth group of ties in the learned resource description, and g m is the number of ties in the mth group of ties in the actual resource description. Two orderings are identical when the rank correlation coefficient is 1. They are uncorrelated when the coefficient is 0, and they are in reverse order when the coefficient is Ϫ1.
The complexity of this variant of the Spearman Rank Correlation Coefficient may surprise some readers. Simpler versions are more common (e.g., Moroney [1951] ). However, simpler versions assume a total ordering of ranked elements; two elements cannot share the same ranking. Term rankings have many terms with identical frequencies, and hence identical rankings. Variants of the Spearman Rank Correlation Coefficient that ignore the effects of tied rankings can give misleading results, as was the case in our initial research on query-based sampling .
The Spearman Rank Correlation Coefficient was computed using just the terms in the intersection of V and VЈ. Use of the intersection is appropriate because the Spearman Rank Correlation Coefficient is used to discover whether the terms in VЈ are ordered appropriately by the learned frequency information.
Database selection does not require a rank correlation coefficient of 1.0. It is sufficient for the learned resource description to represent the relative importance of index terms in each database to some degree of accuracy. For example, it might be sufficient to know the ranking of a term Ϯ5%. Although most database selection algorithms are likely to be insensitive to small ranking errors, it is an open question how much error a given algorithm can tolerate before selection accuracy deteriorates.
Parameters
Experiments with query-based sampling require making choices about how query terms are selected and how many documents are examined per query.
In our experiments, the first query run on a database was determined by selecting a term randomly from the TREC-123 vocabulary. The initial query could be selected using other criteria, e.g., selecting a very frequent term, or it could be selected from another resource. Several informal experiments found that the choice of the initial query term had minimal effect on the quality of the resource description learned and the speed of learning, as long as it retrieved at least one document.
Subsequent query terms were chosen by a variety of methods, as described in the following sections. However, in all cases the terms chosen were subject to requirements similar to those placed on index terms in many text retrieval systems: a term selected as a query term could not be a number and was required to be three or more characters long.
We had no hypotheses to guide the decision about how many documents to sample per database query. Instead, a series of experiments was conducted to determine the effect of varying this parameter.
The experiments presented below were ended after examining 500 documents. This stopping criteria was chosen empirically after running several initial experiments, and were biased by our interest in learning resource descriptions from small (ideally, constant) sized samples. Several experiments with each database were continued until several thousand documents were sampled, to ensure that nothing unusual happened.
Results
Four sets of experiments were conducted to study the accuracy of resource descriptions learned under a variety of conditions. The first set of experiments was an initial investigation of query-based sampling with the parameter settings discussed above. We call these the baseline experiments. A second set of experiments studied the effect of varying the number of documents examined per query. A third set of experiments studied the effect of varying the way query terms were selected. A fourth set of experiments studied the effect of varying the choice of the collection from which documents were picked. Each set of experiments is discussed separately below.
Results of Baseline Experiments.
The baseline experiments were an initial investigation of query-based sampling. The goal of the baseline experiments was to determine whether query-based sampling produced accurate resource descriptions, and if so, how accuracy varied as a function of the total number of documents examined.
The initial query term was selected randomly from the TREC-123 resource description, as described above. Subsequent query terms were selected randomly from the resource description being learned.
The top four documents retrieved by each query were examined to update the resource description. Duplicate documents, i.e., documents that had been retrieved previously by another query, were discarded; hence some queries produced fewer than four documents.
Ten trials were conducted, each starting from a different randomly selected query term, to compensate for the effects of random query term selection. The experimental results reported here are averages of results returned by the 10 trials.
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The variation in the measurements obtained from each trial on a particular database was large (10 -15%) at 50 documents, but decreased rapidly. At 150 documents it was 4 -5%, and at 250 documents it was 2-4%. The consistency among the trials suggests that the choice of the initial query term is not particularly important, as long as it returns at least one document. (The effects of different strategies for selecting subsequent query terms are addressed in Section 4.5.3.)
Figure 1(a) shows that query-based sampling quickly finds the terms that account for 80% of the nonstopword term occurrences in each collection.
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After about 250 documents, the new vocabulary being discovered consists of terms that are relatively rare in the corpus, which is consistent with Zipf 's law [Zipf 1949] .
Figure 1(b) shows the degree of agreement between the term orderings in the learned and actual resource descriptions, as measured by the Spearman Rank Correlation Coefficient. A high degree of correlation between learned and actual orderings is observed for all collections after seeing about 250 documents. The correlation observed for the largest collection (TREC-123) is less than the correlations observed for the smaller collections (CACM and WSJ88). Extending the number of documents sampled beyond 500 does not substantially improve the correlation measure on this large collection.
Results from both metrics support the hypothesis that accurate resource descriptions can be learned by examining only a small fraction of the collection. This result is encouraging, because it suggests that query-based sampling is a viable method of learning accurate resource descriptions.
Results of Varying Sample Size.
The baseline experiments sampled the four most highly ranked documents retrieved for each query. However, the sampling process could have retrieved more documents, or fewer documents, per query. Doing so could change the number of queries and/or documents required to achieve a given level of accuracy, which in turn could affect the costs of running the algorithm.
A series of experiments was conducted to investigate the effects of varying the number of documents examined per query. Values of 1, 2, 4, 6, 8, and 10 documents per query were tested. As in the prior experiment, 10 trials were conducted for each value, each trial starting from a different randomly selected query term, with subsequent query terms chosen randomly from the resource description being learned. Each experimental result reported below is an average of the experimental results from 10 trials.
Varying the number of documents per query had little effect on the speed of learning, as measured by the average number of documents required to reach a given level of accuracy. Indeed, the effect was so small that it is difficult to display the results of different values on a single graph. Figure 2 shows results for values of 1, 4, and 8 documents per query on each database. Results for values of 2, 6, and 10 were very similar. Table III provides another perspective on the experimental results. It shows the number of documents required to reach a ctf ratio of 80%. Varying the number of documents examined per query from 1 to 10 caused only minor variations in performance for 2 of the 3 databases.
Careful study reveals that examining more documents per query results in slightly faster learning (fewer queries required) on the small, homogeneous CACM database; examining fewer documents per query results in somewhat faster learning on the larger, heterogeneous TREC-123 database. However, the effects of varying the number of documents per query are, on average, small. The most noticeable effect is that examining fewer documents per query results in a more consistent learning speed on all databases. There was greater variation among the 10 trials when 10 documents were examined per query (Ϸ3-5%) than when 1 document was examined per query (Ϸ1-3%). In this experiment, larger samples worked well with the small homogeneous collection, and smaller samples worked well with the large heterogeneous collection. We do not find this result surprising. Samples are biased by the queries that draw them; the documents within a sample are necessarily similar to some extent. We would expect that many small samples would better approximate a random sample than fewer large samples in collections where there is significant heterogeneity. The results support this intuition.
Results of Varying Query Selection Strategies.
The baseline experiments select query terms randomly from the resource description being learned. Other selection criteria could be used, or terms could be selected from other sources.
One hypothesis was that it would be best to select terms that appear to occur frequently in the collection, i.e., words that are nearly frequent enough to be stopwords, because they would return the most random sample of documents. We tested this hypothesis by selecting frequent query terms, as measured by document frequency (df), collection term frequency (ctf), and average term frequency (avg_tf ϭ ctf/df).
One early concern was that learned resource descriptions would be strongly biased by the set of documents that just happened to be examined first, and that this bias would be reinforced by selecting additional query terms from the learned resource description. A solution would be to select terms from a different, more complete resource description. This hypothesis was named the other resource description, or ord hypothesis, and was compared to the default learned resource description or lrd approach used in the other experiments. The complete TREC-123 resource description served as the "other" resource description.
The choice of TREC-123 as the "other" resource description might be challenged, because WSJ88 is a subset of TREC-123. It is possible that TREC-123 might be a biased, or an unrealistically good, "other" resource description from which to select terms for sampling WSJ88. We were aware of this possible bias, and were prepared to conduct more thorough experiments if the initial results appeared to confirm the "other" resource description hypothesis.
A series of experiments was conducted, following the same experimental methodology used in previous experiments, except in how query terms were selected. Query terms were selected either randomly or based on one of the frequency criteria, from either the learned resource description (lrd) or the "other" resource description (ord). Four documents were examined per query. Ten trials were conducted for each method that selected query terms randomly or from the learned resource description (lrd), to compensate for random variation and order effects. Experiments were conducted on all three collections, but results were sufficiently similar that only results for the WSJ88 collection are presented here.
In all of the experiments, selecting terms from the "other" resource description produced faster learning, as measured by the number of documents
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• required to reach a given level of accuracy (Figure 3 ). The differences were statistically significant for all four term selection methods (t test, p Ͻ 0.01). However, the differences were relatively large for the avg_tf and random selection methods, and were statistically significant after only 20 documents were observed; the differences were small for the ctf and df selection methods, and required 130 and 190 documents respectively to achieve statistical significance (Table IV) . There might be some value to using an other resource description for avg_tf and random term selection methods, but there appears to be little value for the ctf and df selection methods.
One weakness of selecting query terms from an other resource description is that it can provide terms that do not appear in the target resource ("out-of-vocabulary" query terms). This characteristic is particularly noticeable with avg_tf and random term selection. Avg_tf and random selection from an other resource description produced the most accurate results (Table IV) , but required many more queries to retrieve a given number of unique documents due to "out-of-vocabulary" queries (Table V) . Recall also that the "other" resource description (TREC-123) was a superset of the target database (WSJ88). The number of failed queries might have been higher if the "other" resource description had been a less similar database.
The experiments demonstrate that selecting query terms from the learned resource description, as opposed to a more complete "other" resource description, does not produce a strongly skewed sample of documents. Indeed, random and avg_tf selection of query terms from the learned resource description provided the best balance of accuracy and efficiency in these experiments. The worst-case behavior, obtained with an other resource description that is a poor match for the target resource, would also favor selecting terms from the learned resource description.
The experiments also demonstrate that selecting query terms randomly from the learned resource description is more effective than selecting them based on high frequency. This result was a surprise, because our hypothesis was that high-frequency terms would either occur in many contexts, or would have relatively weak contexts, producing a more random sample. That hypothesis was not supported by the experiments.
Results of Varying the Databases Sampled.
The results of the experiments described in the preceding sections support the hypothesis that database contents can be determined by query-based sampling. However, If the competing hypothesis is true, then query-based sampling is not necessary; a partial description from any relatively similar resource would produce similar results at lower computational cost. More importantly, it would cast doubt on whether partial resource descriptions distinguish databases sufficiently to enable accurate database selection. If the partial resource descriptions for most American English databases are very similar, a database selection algorithm would presumably have great difficulty identifying the databases that best match a specific information need.
A series of experiments was conducted to test the hypothesis that relatively random samples of documents from different American English database would produce equally accurate descriptions of the three test databases.
The experimental method consisted of comparing the resource descriptions created by query-based sampling of various databases to the actual, complete resource description for the test databases. For example, resource descriptions created by query-based sampling of CACM, WSJ88, and TREC-123 databases were compared to the actual description for the CACM database (Figures 4(a) and 4(b) ). The hypothesis would be supported if each of the learned resource descriptions were roughly comparable in how well they matched the actual, complete resource description of a particular database.
Experiments were conducted with the CACM, WSJ88, and TREC-123 databases. Comparisons were performed over 300 -500 examined documents. The experimental results are summarized in Figure 4 .
The experimental results indicate that a description learned for one resource, particularly a large resource, can contain the vocabulary that occurs frequently in other resources. For example, the resource descriptions learned for the TREC-123 database contained the vocabulary that is frequent, and presumably important, in the WSJ88 and CACM databases (Figures 4(a) and 4(c) ). The results also suggest that prior knowledge of database characteristics might be required to decide which descriptions to use for each database. The CACM resource description, for example, lacked much of the vocabulary that is important to both the WSJ88 and TREC-123 resources (Figures 4(c) and 4(e) ).
The problem with using the description learned for one resource to describe another, different resource is more apparent when relative term frequency is considered. Relative term frequency is important because it indicates which terms are common in a database, and most database selection algorithms prefer databases in which query terms are common. In these experiments, the relative frequency of vocabulary items in the three test databases was rarely correlated (Figures 4(b) , 4(d), and 4(f)). For example, neither the WSJ88 nor the TREC-123 databases gave an accurate 
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• indication of relative term frequency in the CACM database (Figure 4(b) ). Likewise, neither the CACM nor the TREC-123 database gave an accurate indication of term frequency for the WSJ88 database (Figure 4(d) ). The one exception to this trend was that the WSJ88 database did appear to give a relatively accurate indication of relative term frequency in the TREC-123 database (Figure 4(f) ).
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These experiments refute the hypothesis that the experimental results of the earlier sections are based upon language patterns that are common across different collections of American English text. There may be considerable overlap of vocabulary among the different databases, but there are also considerable differences in the relative frequencies of terms in each database. For example, the term "computer" occurs in all three databases, but its relative frequency is much higher in the CACM database than in the WSJ88 and TREC-123 databases.
Postexperiment analysis indicates that an improved experimental methodology would provide even stronger evidence refuting the alternate hypothesis. The ctf ratio does not measure the fact that the description learned for TREC-123 contains many terms not in the CACM database (Figure 4(a) ). Hence, the ctf ratio results in Figures 4(a) , 4(c), and 4(e) can overstate the degree to which the learned vocabulary from one database reflects the actual vocabulary of a different database. A large dictionary of American English would yield a ctf ratio close to 1.0 for all three of our databases, but few people would argue that it accurately described any of them.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS: SELECTION ACCURACY
The experiments described in the previous section investigate how quickly and reliably the learned resource description for a database converges upon the actual resource description. However, we do not know how accurate a resource description needs to be for accurate resource selection. Indeed, we do not even know that description accuracy is correlated with selection accuracy, although we presume that it is.
The second group of experiments investigated the accuracy of resource selection as a function of the number of documents examined. The experimental method was based on comparing the effectiveness of the databaseranking algorithm when using complete and learned resource descriptions. Databases were ranked with the INQUERY IR system's default databaseranking algorithm [Callan 2000; Callan et al. 1995b] .
Data
The TREC-123 database described above (Section 4.1) was divided into 100 smaller databases of roughly equal size (about 33 megabytes each), but varying in the number of documents they contained (Table VI) . Each database contained documents from a single source, ordered as they were found on the TREC CDs; hence documents in a database were also usually from similar time frames. CD 1 contributed 37 databases. CD 2 contributed 27 databases, and CD 3 contributed 36 databases.
Queries were based on TREC topics 51-150 [Harman 1994 ]. We used query sets INQ001 and INQ026, both created by the UMass CIIR as part of its participation in TREC-2 and Tipster 24-month evaluations [Callan et al. 1995a] . Queries in these query sets are long, complex, and have undergone automatic query expansion.
The relevance assessments were the standard TREC relevance assessments supplied by the U.S. National Institute for Standards and Technology [Harman 1994 ].
Resource Descriptions
Each experiment used 100 resource descriptions (one per database). Each resource description consisted of a list of terms and their document frequencies (df ), as in previous experiments. Terms on a stopword list of 418 common or closed-class words were discarded. The remaining terms were stemmed with KStem [Krovetz 1995] .
Metrics
Several methods have been proposed for evaluating resource selection algorithms [Gravano et al. 1994b; Gravano and García-Molina 1995; Callan et al. 1995b; Lu et al. 1996; French et al. 1998 ]. The most appropriate for our needs is a recall-oriented metric called R [French et al. 1998; that measures the percentage of relevant documents contained in the n top-ranked databases.
4 R is defined as where n is the number of databases searched, N is the total number of databases, and R i is the number of relevant documents contained by the ith database. R is a cumulative metric; R ͑2͒ Յ R ͑3͒, because searching the top three databases always returns at least as many relevant documents as searching just the top two databases.
R is a desirable metric when the accuracy of the database-ranking algorithm is to be measured independently of other system components, and when the goal is to rank databases containing many relevant documents ahead of databases containing few relevant documents.
Parameter Settings
The experiments in Section 4 suggested that any relatively small sample size is effective, and that different choices produce only small variations in results. We chose a sample size of four (four documents per query), to be consistent with the baseline results in previous experiments. Query terms were chosen randomly from the learned resource description, as in the baseline experiments.
It was unclear from the experiments in Section 4 when enough samples had been taken. We chose to build resource descriptions from samples of 100 documents (about 25 queries), 300 documents (about 75 queries), and 700 documents (about 175 queries) from each database, in order to cover the space of "reasonable" numbers of samples. If results varied dramatically, we were prepared to conduct additional experiments.
The collection-ranking algorithm itself forces us to set one additional parameter. The collection-ranking algorithm normalizes term frequency statistics df i, j using the length, in words, of the collection ͑cw j ͒ [Callan et al. 1995b ]. However, we do not know how to estimate collection size with query-based sampling. In our experiments, term frequency information (df ) was normalized using the length, in words, of the set of sampled documents used to construct the resource description.
Experimental Results
The experimental results are summarized in the two graphs in Figure 5 (one per query set). The baseline in each graph is the curve showing results with the actual resource description ("complete resource descriptions"). This is the best result that the collection-ranking algorithm can produce when given a complete description for each collection.
Our interest is in the difference between what is achieved with complete information and what is achieved with incomplete information. Both graphs show only a small loss of effectiveness when resource descriptions are based on 700 documents. Losses grow as less information is used, but the loss is small compared to the information reduction. Accuracy at "low recall," i.e., when only 10 -20% of the databases are searched, is quite good, even when resource descriptions are based on only 100 documents.
These results are consistent with the results presented in Section 4. The earlier experiments showed that term rankings in the learned and actual resource descriptions were highly correlated after examining 100 -300 documents.
These experimental results also demonstrate that it is possible to rank databases without knowing their sizes. The size of the pool of documents sampled from a database was an effective surrogate for actual database size in these tests. Our testing did not reveal whether this result is, in general, a characteristic of the CORI database selection algorithm, or a quirk due to the 100-database testbed. The distribution of database sizes in the testbed ranged from 752 documents to 39,723 documents, and from 28 megabytes to 42 megabytes (Table VI) . A more thorough study of this characteristic would require testbeds with a wider variety of size distributions.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS: RETRIEVAL ACCURACY
The experiments described in the previous section demonstrate that resource descriptions learned with query-based sampling enable accurate resource ranking. Accurate resource ranking is generally viewed as a prerequisite to accurate document retrieval, but it is not a guarantee. The final document ranking depends upon how results from different databases are merged, which can be influenced by the quality of the resource descriptions for each database.
A third group of experiments investigated the accuracy of document retrieval in the presence of learned resource descriptions. The experimental method was based on comparing the accuracy of the final document rankings produced by a distributed IR system when it uses complete and learned resource descriptions to make decisions about where to search. 
Query-Based Sampling of Text Databases
• Databases were ranked, selected, and searched, and results were merged into a final document ranking by the INQUERY IR system's default database-ranking and result-merging algorithms [Callan 2000 ].
Data
The data consisted of the same 100 databases that were used to test database selection accuracy. Section 5.1 provides details.
Resource Descriptions
Each database was described by a learned resource description created from a sample of 300 documents, as done in other experiments (four documents per query, query terms chosen randomly from the learned resource description). A sample size of 300 documents was chosen because in previous experiments it provided reasonably accurate resource descriptions at a relatively low cost (about 75 queries per database).
Each of the 100 resource descriptions (one per database) consisted of a list of terms and their document frequencies (df), as in previous experiments. Terms on a stopword list of 418 common or closed-class words were discarded. The remaining terms were stemmed with Kstem [Krovetz 1995 ].
Metrics
The effectiveness of archival search systems is often measured either by Precision at specified document ranks, or by precision at specified recall points. Precision at specified recall points (e.g., "11-point Recall") was the standard for many years, because it normalizes results based on the number of relevant documents; results for "easy" queries (many relevant documents) and "hard" queries (few relevant documents) are more comparable. However, when there are many relevant documents, as can be the case with large databases, Precision at specified Recall points focuses attention on results that are irrelevant to many search patrons (e.g., at rank 50 and 100).
Precision at specified document ranks is often used when the emphasis is on the results a person would see in the first few screens of an interactive system. Precision at rank n is defined as
where R r is the number of retrieved relevant documents in ranks 1 through n. Precision in our experiments was measured at ranks 5, 10, 15, 20, and 30 documents, as is common in experiments with TREC data [Harman 1994; . These values indicate the accuracy that would be observed at various points on the first two or three screens of an interactive system.
Parameter Settings
All INQUERY system parameters were set to their default values for this experiment. The only choices made for these experiments were decisions about how many databases to search, and how many documents to return from each database.
INQUERY searched the 10 databases ranked most highly for the query by its database selection algorithm. The number 10 was chosen because it has been used in other recent research on distributed search with the INQUERY system [Xu and Callan 1998; Xu and Croft 1999] . The database selection algorithm ranked databases using either the learned resource descriptions or the complete resource descriptions, as determined by the experimenter.
Each searched database returned its most highly ranked 30 documents. The number 30 was chosen because precision was measured up to, but not beyond, rank 30.
The returned documents (10 ϫ 30) were merged, using INQUERY's default algorithm for merging "multidatabase" search results. The algorithm for merging results from multiple searches is based on estimating an idf-normalized score DЈ for a document with a score of D in a collection with a score of C as
where D max and D min are the maximum and minimum possible scores any document in that database could obtain for the particular query, and C max and C min are the maximum and minimum scores any collection could obtain for the particular query. This scaling compensates for the fact that while a system like INQUERY can in theory produce document scores in the range ͓0, 1͔, in practice the tf.idf algorithm makes it mathematically impossible for a document to have a score outside a relatively narrow range. D min and C min are usually 0.4, and D max and C max are usually about 0.6. Their exact values are query-dependent, and are calculated by setting the tf component of the tf.idf formula to 0.0 and 1.0 for every query term [Callan 2000] .
Although the theoretical justification for this heuristic normalization is weak, it has been effective in practice [Allan et al. 1996; Callan 2000; Larkey et al. 2000] and has been used in INQUERY since 1995.
Experimental Results
Databases were ranked with either an index of complete resource descriptions (baseline condition) or an index of learned resource descriptions (test condition). The top 10 databases were searched; each returned 30 documents. The result lists returned by each database were merged to produce Table VII .
The experimental results indicate that distributed, or "multidatabase," retrieval is as effective with learned resource descriptions as it is with complete resource descriptions. Precision with one query set (INQ026, topics 51-100) averaged 4.8% higher using learned descriptions, with a range of 2.0 to 7.2%. Precision with the other query set (INQ001, topics 101-150) averaged 3.2% lower using learned descriptions, with a range of Ϫ1.1% to Ϫ6.1%. Both the improvement and the loss were too small for a person to notice.
These experimental results extend the results of Section 5, which indicated that using learned resource descriptions to rank collections introduced only a small amount of error into the ranking process. One might argue that the amount of error was too small to cause a noticeable change in search results, but there was no evidence to support that argument. These results demonstrate that the small errors introduced by learned resource descriptions do not noticeably reduce the accuracy of the final search results.
The accuracy of the document ranking depends also on merging results from different collections accurately. The experimental results indicate that learned resource descriptions support this activity as well. This result is important because INQUERY's result merging algorithm estimates a normalized document score as a function of the collection's score and the document's score with respect to its collection. The results indicate that not only are collections ranked appropriately using learned descriptions, but that the scores used to rank them are highly correlated with the scores produced with complete resource descriptions. This is further evidence that query-based sampling produces very accurate resource descriptions.
A PEEK INSIDE: SUMMARIZING DATABASE CONTENTS
Our interest is primarily in an automatic method of learning resource descriptions that are sufficiently accurate and detailed for use by automatic database selection algorithms. However, a resource description can also be used to indicate to a person the general nature of a given text database. The simplest method is to display the terms that occur frequently and are not stopwords. This method can be effective just because the database is, in some sense, guaranteed to be about the words that occur most often. For example, the list of the top 50 words found by sampling the 1988 Wall Street Journal (Table VIII) contains words such as "market", "interest", "trade", "million", "stock", and "exchange", which are indeed suggestive of the overall subject of the database.
Table VIII also compares the top 50 words in the learned resource description with the top 50 words in the database. It demonstrates, that after 300 documents, the learned resource description is reasonably representative of the vocabulary in the target text database, and it is representative of the relative importance (ranks) of the terms; in this example, there is 76% agreement on the top 50 terms after seeing just 300 documents.
Controlled experiments are essential to understanding the characteristics of a new technique, but less controlled, "real-world" experiments can also be revealing. A simple database sampling system was built to test the . We chose for this paper to reproduce the earlier experiment on a more easily accessible Web database, using sampling parameters that were consistent with parameter settings described elsewhere in this paper. The Combined Health Information Database, 5 which is published by several health-related agencies of the U.S. Government (National Institutes of Health, Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, and Health Resources and Services Administration) was selected. The database contains healthrelated information on 18 topics, which are summarized in Table IX. The initial query term was chosen randomly from the TREC-123 database. Subsequent query terms were chosen randomly from the resource description that was being learned. Four documents were examined per query. The experiment was ended after 300 documents were examined. Terms in the resource description were sorted by collection term frequency (ctf), and the top 100 terms were displayed. The results are shown in Table X .
One can see easily that the database contains documents about healthrelated topics. Terms such as "hiv", "aids", "health", "prevention", "risk", "cdc", "transmission", "medical", "disease", "virus", "drug", and "immunodeficiency" show up high in the list.
Several of the most frequent words appear to indicate little about the database contents, such as "update", "published", "format", and "abstract". These terms could have been removed by using a larger stopword list. However, in general it is unclear which words in a multidatabase environment should be considered stopwords, since words that are unimportant in one database may be content words for others.
This particular resource description was based on a very simple approach to tokenizing, case conversion, and stopword removal. For example, all terms were converted to lower case; hence it does not distinguish among terms that differ only in case, such as "aids" and "AIDS". This distinction is important in this particular database, and illustrates some of the issues that a "real-world" system must address. Appropriate lexical processing is not necessarily a major barrier, but accuracy in "real-world" settings probably requires that it be addressed. The Wall Street Journal and Combined Health Information databases are homogeneous to varying degrees, which may make it easier to summarize their contents with brief lists of frequent terms. This summarization technique may be less effective with larger, heterogeneous databases such as TREC-123. The top 50 words in the TREC-123 database (Table XI) provide some evidence that the database contains documents about U.S. national and business news, but it would be difficult to draw firm conclusions about the database contents from this list of words alone. Although simple word lists are effective for summarizing database contents in some situations, they are not necessarily the most effective techniques. Frequent phrases and common relationships can be better.
Indeed, one consequence of the sampling approach to creating learned resource descriptions is that it makes more powerful summarizations possible. The sampling process is not restricted just to word lists and frequency tables, nor is it restricted to just the information the database chooses to provide. Instead, it has a set of several hundred documents from which to mine frequent phrases, names, dates, relationships, and other interesting information. This information is likely to enable construction of more powerful and more informative summaries than is possible with the simple resource descriptions used by cooperative methods.
OTHER USES
The set of documents sampled from a single database reflects the contents of that database. One use of these documents is to build a resource description for a single database, as described above. However, other uses are possible.
One potential use is in a query expansion database. Recent research showed that query expansion significantly improves the accuracy of database selection [Xu and Callan 1998 ]. The state-of-the-art in query expansion is based upon analyzing the searched corpus for cooccurrence patterns, but what database(s) should be used when the task is database selection? This question has been unanswered.
If the documents sampled from each database were combined into a query expansion corpus, the result would be a set of documents that reflects the contents and word cooccurrence patterns across all of the available databases. It would require little additional effort for a database selection service to create a query expansion database in this manner.
Cooccurrence-based query expansion can be viewed as a form of data mining. Other forms of data mining could also be applied to the set of documents sampled from all databases. For example, frequent concepts, names, or relationships might be extracted and used in a visualization interface.
The ability to construct a single database that acts as a surrogate for a set of databases is significant, because it could be a way of rapidly porting many familiar Information Retrieval tools to environments containing many databases. Although there are many unanswered questions, this appears to be a promising direction for future research.
CONCLUSIONS
Our hypothesis was that an accurate description of a text database can be constructed from documents obtained by running queries on the database. Preliminary experiments ] supported the hypothesis, but were not conclusive. The experiments presented in this paper test the hypothesis extensively, from multiple perspectives, and confirm the hypothesis. The resource descriptions created by query-based sampling are sufficiently similar to resource descriptions created from complete information that it makes little difference which is used for database selection.
Query-based sampling avoids many of the limitations of cooperative protocols such as STARTS. Query-based sampling can be applied to older ("legacy") databases and to databases that have no incentive to cooperate. It is not as easily defeated by intentional misrepresentation. It also avoids the problem of needing to reconcile the differing tokenizing, stopword lists, word stemming, case conversion, name recognition, and other representational choices made in each database. These representation problems are perhaps the most serious weakness of cooperative protocols, because they exist even when all parties intend to cooperate.
The experimental results also demonstrate that the cost of query-based sampling, as measured by the number of queries and documents required, is reasonably low, and that query-based sampling is robust with respect to variations in parameter settings.
Finally, and perhaps most importantly, the experiments described in this paper demonstrate that a fairly small partial description of a resource can be as effective for distributed search as a complete description of that resource. This result suggests that much of the information exchanged by cooperative protocols is unnecessary, and that communications costs could be reduced significantly without affecting results.
The demonstrated effectiveness of partial resource descriptions also raises questions about which terms are necessary for describing text collections. Query-based sampling identifies terms across a wide frequency range, but it necessarily favors the frequent, nonstopword terms in a database. Luhn suggested that terms in the middle of the frequency range Several other open questions remain, among them whether the number of documents in a database can be estimated with query-based sampling. We have shown that this information may not be required for database selection, but it is nonetheless desirable information. It is also an open question how many documents must be sampled from a resource to obtain a description of a desired accuracy, although 300 -500 documents appears to be very effective across a range of database sizes.
The work reported here can be extended in several directions, to provide a more complete environment for searching and browsing among many databases. For example, the documents obtained by query-based sampling could be used to provide query expansion for database selection, or to drive a summarization or visualization interface showing the range of information available in a multidatabase environment. More generally, the ability to construct a single database that acts as a surrogate for a large set of databases offers many possibilities for interesting research.
